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Abstract
Speed measurements are crucial for controlling traffic and in supporting automation of industrial
processes. The speed of moving objects is typically measured from a stationary position using
time-of-flight or the Doppler Effect. Existing approaches require either relatively bulky physical devices or complex signal processing. We propose a new method for measuring the speed of
(metal) objects moving on a fixed track. Our method is applicable for example to cars on a road,
trains on rails, or goods sliding on a conveyor belt. The method relies on the constructive and
destructive interference patterns created by the reflections from the moving target. Speed is determined by measuring the signal strength of received messages as perceived by standard wireless
devices. The method requires only minimal signal processing and only two commodity wireless
transceivers, which are independent of the moving target. The advantages of our system compared
to other technologies are reduced size, reduced cost, and in some scenarios robustness.
1.

Introduction

Most people are familiar with speeding tickets and areas under speed control. Speed measurements are very common in road traffic, for example, a policeman using a speed measurement gun.
Measuring speed of objects is also performed in many industrial settings, for instance, to control
the flow of goods. Depending on the application at hand there are different techniques to compute
the speed of an object, e.g. measuring the time the object requires to cover a fixed distance using
two light barriers, measuring Doppler shifts using speed radar guns or determining the time-offlight using LiDAR speed guns. Light barriers are a good choice in a static indoor setting, where
disturbances such as dirt, rain, snow or falling leaves cannot distort the measurements. In outdoor
settings, conventional radar guns are used. These are relatively bulky as a consequence of the
principle of operation, a horn antenna to limit the directionality of the emitted and reflected waves.
In the case of hand-held devices a continuous-wave radar is required, which causes measurements
to become unreliable if several objects move in the direction of the beam, even if the objects are
far apart. Wrong measurements can also be caused by side lobes being reflected, e.g. moving
branches of trees. LiDAR guns are considerably more expensive than conventional radar guns and
consequently standard wireless devices. In general, readings can be erroneous due to sweeping of
the radar gun during measurements or due to multiple reflections which increase the time-of-flight.
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In wireless networks multipath propagation contributes to unreliable communication. An electromagnetic wave that is reflected of an object might cause destructive interference which can lead
to message loss. However, given one strong signal path, e.g. line-of-sight, reflections from an
object often only lead to a variation in received signal strength. This phenomenon allows for speed
measurements using standard hardware. We achieve robustness by detecting zero-crossings of a
sequence of RSSI(Received Signal Strength Indicator) values rather than relying on the absolute
magnitude of individual RSSI values. Our method is thus inherently robust to constant scaling of
RSSI values and slow drifts of RSSI values over time. Our technique is suitable to determine the
speed of moving metal objects. For example, we can determine the speed of cars on roads or trains
on rails. We provide an evaluation in a real setting, measuring the speed of cars along a road.
2.

Related work

Multipath delays are used eg. in [1, 2] for source localization. The paper [1] focuses on deriving
a Cramer-Rao lower bound for the accuracy given the measured signals of two sensors. Aircraft’s
speed and altitude are estimated in [2]. An aircraft emits an acoustic signal that reaches a receiver directly and through a ground reflection. The difference in arrival times forms the basis for
the estimations. In contrast, we measure the speed of a third object based on the time between
zero-crossings using standard hardware and RSSI measurements. Often, reflections are seen as a
disturbance in (passive) radars. Thus, a variety of algorithms have been proposed to counteract
them, eg. [3, 4]. On the contrary, our apparatus relies on such reflections.
To exploit the Doppler effect as in [5] special hardware is needed. The acoustic Doppler Effect
has been used to locate objects, eg. for aircrafts using a network of microphones [6]. In [7] a single
transmitter (jammer) is located using out-of-plane multipath propagation and Doppler shifts. We
do not rely on the Doppler effect. In [8] a radio wave helps detecting buried human bodies through
chest movements.
Localization approaches can be used to deduce the speed of moving objects. Ordinary GPS is
rather imprecise. Besides, we target measuring the speed of objects not sharing (or measuring)
location. Localization approaches for wireless systems based on time-of-flight of a signal require
tight real-time guarantees in the order of nanoseconds. Synchronization is of general interest in
(low power) wireless networks, eg. to achieve tight TDMA schedules [9] or to increase transmitted
information [10]. We do not need any time synchronization among nodes.
Localization techniques using angle of arrival and the difference of propagation time of signals,
e.g. ultrasound and electromagnetic waves, has been investigated, e.g. [11]. In comparison, RSSI
measurements are noisy, but easy to obtain and have been studied extensively, eg. [12, 13, 14, 15,
16]. Generally, multipath effects are seen as a disturbing factor for measuring RSSI values in these
studies and, often, also in scenarios not relying on RSSI values, eg. for measuring Doppler shifts
as in [5]. Our system relies on two propagation paths and, in contrast, to prior work, we only need
minima and maxima of RSSI values but not their absolute magnitude. This makes our estimates
more robust. More complex systems for localization based on frequency-modulated continuouswaves using antenna arrays [17] are more robust for noisy RSSI measurements.
Apart from estimating the positions of wireless transmitters, [18] discusses challenges of localization for scenarios, where the object to track requires neither a transmitting nor a receiving
device. This idea is used in [19], where many nodes are placed around a building to localize people
within. The key element of this approach is that the RSSI value drops, if a person is between two
transmitting nodes. The work of [19] relying on RSSI variation rather than absolute values has
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Fig. 1: Overview of the measurement principle, based on multipath propagation. The direct signal
travels the constant p
distance d. The reflected signal is influenced by the moving object and travels
the distance 2a = 2 d2 /4 + x2 .
shown to be successful. It formed the basis of several works, eg. [20]. Our work also relies on
variation of RSSI values but not due to attenuation because of objects but due to self-interference
of the signal. One might detect speed by using object length and measuring the duration of signal
attenuation, when an object passes between a sender and receiver. Our experiments indicated that
signal strength is difficult to predict, when placing an object inbetween.
The work [21] elaborates on using Doppler laser radar (from) within cars. In particular for cars,
approaches like video tracking have been employed, surveyed in [22]. For instance, an average
error of 7km/h was reported in [23]. Video is computational intensive and robustness is challenging (eg. due to changing weather conditions). Road users including pedestrians are detected in
[24, 25, 26] measuring time-of-flight of a signal in the 5 GHz band. The cooperative systems
rely on transponders at fixed locations, each road user having transponders and accurate real-time
hardware. In contrast, we rely on wave-reflection of objects without transponders.
The setup of [27] consists of a fixed sender and receiver as well as targets (without transponders)
that should be tracked. Ordinary radar only uses the received signal that is reflected of the target
and obtained by the receiver. In [27] signals undergoing multiple reflections from the object are
taken into account. More precisely, signals having been reflected off the target and then onto
another surface before reaching the receiver. We only consider a single signal being reflected
off the target. An energy efficient communication protocol to track objects by splitting space in
hexagons is considered in [28]. Aside from using RSSI to locate an object within a network of
wireless devices, one might use deliberate interference [29], ie. two nodes transmit concurrently
and a node R inbetween often only receives the message of the closer node overshadowing the
signal of the further node. This allows to determine the node closer to R. Whereas [29] tracks
a wireless sender and requires synchronization of transmitting nodes, we track a non-transmitting
metal object.
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3.

Speed Detector Fundamentals and Implementation

Our proposed technique encompasses a sender, a receiver and a moving object, whose speed is
to be measured (Figure 1). We focus on measuring constant speed of moving objects. This is
reasonable, since our measurements occur over a short time span, on the order of fractions of a
second. The sender and receiver are assumed to be standard wireless devices, e.g., following the
WLAN IEEE 802.11 or the WPAN IEEE 802.15.4 standards.
The sender continuously transmits short messages, e.g., about every 2 milliseconds. The receiver measures the signal strength of each received message and the time when the message was
received. The receiver stores up to a few hundred measurements and applies signal processing,
e.g., a moving average filter for the sequence of signal strengths of the received messages. Then,
the receiver determines the sequences of zero-crossings by subtracting the moving average. The
time between zero-crossings allows one to derive a speed estimate for a range of speeds.
The remainder of this section establishes the theoretical basis of our method and is structured
as follows. In Section 3.1, we discuss basic qualitative characteristics of the signal relating signal
strength, distance of the moving object and frequency of the sampled signal and the performed
computation as well as the impact of the environment. In Section 3.2 we quantify upon the nonlinear relationship of distance of the moving object to the sender/receiver and the measured length
of the signal path. In Section 3.3, we use standard models to elaborate on the reduction of signal
strength with distance, which is one factor influencing the applicability of the method. In Section
3.4, we elaborate on the measurable speed range depending heavily upon the sampling frequency.
Finally, in Section 3.5 we show how to handle noise of individual RSSI measurements and how to
select a single speed estimate given a sequence of estimates using simple signal processing.
3.1.

Basic Characteristics

We discuss the relationship between signal strength at the receiver and the distance of the moving
object to the sender and receiver as shown in Figure 2. At the receiver we observe the RSSI values stream, which represents our signal to analyze. Crossings occur between the signal, i.e., the
measured RSSI values, and the moving average of RSSI values. These crossings occur due to the
radio signal being reflected by the moving target resulting in constructive and destructive interference depending on the distance of the object to the sender and receiver. We are only interested in
determining the time between zero-crossings in the signal of RSSI values. We are not interested
in the absolute magnitude of the received signal strength. If the object stands still at fixed distance from the sender and receiver the received signal strength remains constant. When the object
moves towards the sender and receiver the envelope of the signal increases and the frequency of
zero-crossings decreases.
There is no standardized relationship of any physical quantity such as power to the RSSI reading. Nevertheless, RSSI readings are related to the signal strength at the receiver. As such, we give
an estimate of the maximum distance for which multipath effects can be detected. Determining this
distance exactly is difficult, since it depends, for instance, on characteristics of the environment,
the antenna, the height of sender and the receiver, the material and surface of the moving objects,
the exact path of the moving objects and the details of the hardware implementation of the RSSI
values. Our method is sensitive to some moving objects in the environment, but generally quite
robust with respect to the static parts of the environment. In the evaluation (Section 4.2) we provide examples. Therefore, the only assumption we make about the static environment is that there
are no obstacles directly inbetween the signal path between sender and receiver via the moving
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Fig. 2: Panel (a) illustrates the set up. (b) shows the RSSI measured when an object moves towards
the sender and receiver. The moving average of the RSSI values, defines the zero-crossings. Given
the object is at distance x > 1.5d, the frequency of the zero-crossings of the RSSI values is almost
constant. When the object approaches the sender and receiver, i.e., for distances x < 1.5d the
frequency of the RSSI zero-crossings decreases. This is best visible in (c). This is not the Doppler
effect where the frequency of a wave signal increases when the emitter approaches. The difference
in zero-crossing frequencies is due to the multipath effects and the constructive and destructive
interference of the wireless signal.
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object. In practice, devices can only sense a limited range of RSSI values. Thus, in theory, given
that the RSSI measurements are close to the limits of the measurements (in a static setting) the superposition of another signal might cause saturation of the measurement range. Though this might
not cause erroneous results, it for sure reduces robustness. In practice, we have not encountered
this device specific issue. Furthermore, it is easy to determine whether this is indeed a problem by
measuring RSSI values once the receiver and sender are positioned. In case it is a problem, a slight
repositioning might solve this problem.
Robustness of speed measurements is due to the fact that our method does not depend on the
constant offset in RSSI measurements due to multipath reflections of non-moving objects. It relies
on changes of RSSI values over time, ie. zero crossings.
3.2.

Relationship of Distance And Speed

Assuming that the frequency of the RSSI signal is constant, the speed of the moving object can
be computed by dividing the time ∆t it took to cover a fixed distance ∆x, i.e. v = ∆x/∆t. We
compute

v :=

∆x
∆a
Wavelength of Transmitted Signal λr
≈
=
∆t
∆t
2 · ( Time between zero two crossings)

(1)

The term ∆a is half the wavelength λr /2 of the radio signal, i.e. ∆a ≈ λr /2. Zero-crossings occur
when the length of the reflected signal path has changed by roughly ∆a. 1 The geometric definition
of a and x is shown in Figure 1. Therefore, we measure the time ∆t between two zero-crossings
of the received signal. Put differently, we cannot measure ∆x directly but measure ∆t for a fixed
∆a.
p
Trigonometric calculations yield x = a2 − d2 /4. Therefore, the derivative of x with respect
to a is
p
p
dx/da = a/ a2 − d2 /4 = x2 + d2 /4/x
The last equation follows from substitution of a =
∆x ≈

(2)

p
x2 + d2 /4. Thus:

p
x2 + d2 /4/x · ∆a

(3)

For x being 0 the change of x depending on a, i.e. dx/da, is infinite and for x tending to infinity
the change approaches 1. Thus, ideally, we conduct measurements only at large values of x, where
the derivative and the frequency of zero-crossings, is approximately constant, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
From the above analysis a central observation for our method follows. For distances x > 1.5d
we have that dx/da ∈ [1, 1.05]. Therefore, using a fixed ratio for dx/da of 1.025 results in a
distance estimation error of less than 3%. Thus, we can approximate ∆x by ∆a, which we can
estimate from the signal of RSSI values, which in turn we use for the speed estimates, as described
by Equation 1.
1 For

simplicity of presentation, we do not take into account different frequencies of channels.
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3.3.

Relationship of Signal Strength and Distance

As shown in Figure 2 and discussed in Section 3.2, we use measurements of received signal
strength of an object not very close to the sender/receiver to reduce variation of the zero-crossings
frequency.
There is a wide-range of standard radio propagation models that might yield insights of the
signal at the receiver, e.g. Rician fading or the two-ray ground model.
Rician fading is a stochastic model that deals with a strong line-of-sight component and several
reflected paths. Here, we do not consider the gains of antennas, but focus on the impact of the
distance on the amplitude of the received signal using two rays: One ray RLOS being the lineof-sight and the other ray RREF being the reflected component by the moving object. The signal
power S at the receiver in free space of an omnidirectional antenna is then proportional to S ≈
1
.
(length of signal path)2
In our scenario, the length of the two signal paths can be seen in Figure 1. The ratio of powers
S(RLOS )
1/d2
x2 +d2 /4
of the two signals is S(R
=
= 1 + 4( xd )2 ≈ 4( xd )2 . We are mainly
2 = 4 ·
)
1/(2a)
d2
REF
interested at x being a function of d since this determines the frequency variation of the measured
RSSI. The ratio increases quickly when x becomes a multiple of d, e.g. for x = 3d the power of the
reflected signal is only about 1/36 of the line-of-sight signal. Therefore, using standard wireless
transceivers, we cannot detect any multipath effects at x being a large multiple of d.
In the two-ray ground model the road serves as a reflection plane such that one ray is received
as line-of-sight and one ray is reflected of the ground. A third ray might be reflected off a moving
object. This model might be of particular interest when estimating the constant bias of RSSI measurements for static environments. The bias is mainly relevant in case it is close to the maximum
measurable range as discussed in Section 3.1.
3.4.

Relationship of Sampling and Transmission Frequency to Maximum Measurable
Speed

In Section 3.2 we derived the basic speed estimate v = ∆x/∆t, where ∆x is approximated by
∆a (Equation 3). The sampling frequency of RSSI measurements determines the accuracy of ∆t.
Furthermore, if we do not sample fast enough to obtain samples between two zero-crossings, our
estimate becomes inaccurate. Thus, the maximum speed and the precision of measurements is
inherently limited by the sampling frequency, i.e. the time interval between two messages received
by the receiver. The Nyquist criterion states that the sampling frequency must be twice the frequency of the original signal for perfect reconstruction of the signal. However, our goal is to detect
zero-crossings during intervals where the frequency of the RSSI signal is almost constant for a
constant speed of the moving object. This observation helps in improving robustness as we discuss
in Section 3.5.
The inverse of the time ∆t it takes for the moving object to cover the distance ∆a ≈ λr /2,
where λr /2 is half the wavelength of the transmitted signal, gives the frequency of the signal that
is being sampled. Thus, the maximum time between two samples in order not to skip a zerocrossing is given by ∆tmax := ∆a/vmax . This yields as an upper bound for the frequency of the
sampled signal fmax := 1/∆tmax = vmax /∆a. Thus,
vmax ≈ fmax · λr /2 ≈ λr /(2∆tmax )

(4)

Standard wireless devices typically operate in licence free bands in the 433 MHz to 2.4 GHz
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range and RSSI measurements can be obtained in ∆tmax , with typical values in the range of [0.5,4]
ms. Thus, in theory devices could measure velocities roughly up to 600 m/s using techniques
described in the following. In practice, one might prefer to average across multiple zero-crossings
which reduces the measurable speed significantly but improves robustness as we discuss in the
next section.
3.5.

Obtaining Robust Speed Estimates

We focus on algorithms, which can be potentially implemented onto wireless transceivers with
limited computational resources.
To compute the speed estimate v = ∆x/∆t (Section 3.1), we require two aspects. The first
aspect is ∆t, the time between two zero-crossings of the sampled RSSI values. Whereby, the
zero-crossings are determined as the RSSI values minus a moving average. The second parameter
is the time interval from RSSI measurements for which the frequency of the zero-crossings is
approximately constant. In the following, we discuss how we determine both aspects.
In an initial approach, using the measured RSSI values and after subtracting the moving average,
we identify pairs (a, b) of RSSI values, with a being measured at time ta and b at time tb . It is
straightforward to identify RSSI pairs such that either a > 0 and b < 0 or the other way around.
The time of the zero-crossing t0 can then be estimated as the midpoint, i.e. t0 := (ta + tb )/2.
However, using this initial approach, the variance between consecutive speed estimates increases as the number of RSSI measurements decreases. In turn, this increases the error (Figure 3
and panels (c) and (d) of Figure 4).

Fig. 3: A continuous RSSI signal with samples as circles for a moving object, relative to the
moving average. The x-axis corresponds to the moving average. Zero-crossings are obtained by
using the midpoint between a sample above and below 0. The variance of the time between two
zero-crossings increases with speed, up to a factor of 2.
Nevertheless, robustness can be improved by measuring the time it takes until the reflected
signal path has changed by multiple wavelengths, i.e. we do not measure the time ∆t between two
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Fig. 4: Two typical patterns for RSSI measurements, shown in the plots (a) and (b), and speed estimates, shown in the plots (c) and (d). The actual values correspond to a single speed measurement
of a car passing through a sender and a receiver in the experiment depicted in Figure 8a. Panel
(c) shows speed estimates using several zero-crossings, i.e. k = 8 in Equation 5. Panel (d) shows
speed approximated by using the time to cover half a wavelength, i.e. Equation 1.
consecutive zero-crossings but the time between multiple zero-crossings:
vk :=

k · λr
2 · ( Time between zero-crossing i and i + k)

(5)

Let us assume the moving object passes length l, such that the frequency of the signal that
is sampled remains constant and we can still detect the signal. As discussed in Section 3.2, for
x0 > 1.5d the error is not more than 3%. For argumentation purpose assume that we are still
able to detect multipath effects at a distance of x1 = 2.5d. In this case, the moving object passes
through a distance l ≥ x1 − x0 = d where the frequency of zero-crossings is constant. The
distance l consists of about d/λr wavelengths. Per wavelength we are supposed to measure at least
two zero-crossings. Thus, we can average the speed estimates using the time between multiple
zero-crossings to improve robustness of speed estimates. Note, that using multiple zero-crossings
reduces the maximum measurable speed, ie. we require l ≥ d ≥ kλr to get the timestamps of at
least k zero-crossings obtained while their frequency is roughly constant.
Since the distance from the moving object to the receiver/sender is not known, the interval when
the sampled RSSI signal has approximately constant frequency is also unknown. Determining this
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interval is crucial as it allows for a good approximation of the speed, i.e. we want to use RSSI
measurements for x > 1.5d. However, we can require that the variance between consecutive (or
between several) zero-crossings is approximately constant. Thus, the key idea is to use several
zero-crossings to obtain a speed estimate using zero-crossings that do not show large variation.
This yields a sequence of measurement estimates, when an object approaches the sender and
receiver. In addition, to get just a single measurement for each object passing through the sender
and receiver, we employ a simple filtering algorithm to remove outliers and to select a single
speed estimate out of all feasible estimates. Consider a speed estimate at time t. If in the interval
[t − t0 , t + t0 ] for some fixed t0 there are less than n0 speed estimates we discard the estimated
value. Otherwise, we keep it, but skip all following estimates within the next t00 seconds. The
motivation is that the moving object, e.g. a car, approaches the set-up and the first measurements
are conducted at large distance, where the frequency is constant. The closer the moving objects gets
to the sender/receiver the larger the error. Thus, once we have obtained a first estimate satisfying
basic criteria (i.e. roughly constant time between zero-crossings), we can skip all (less precise)
estimates until the object has passed through the apparatus, i.e. t00 is given by the time it takes until
the object does not cause any measurable multipath reflections any more.
4.

Evaluation

We evaluate our method qualitatively and quantitatively in indoor and outdoor experiments. In the
quantitative experiments the speed is known and we use two types of moving objects, namely a car
and a motorbike. All quantitative experiments were conducted outdoors.
In the qualitative measurements the speed is inferred and the focus is on assessing whether the
signal pattern follows the same template shape (Figure 4) and whether the detection algorithm
provides a speed estimate close to the inferred speed. The objects used for the qualitative measurements outdoor were cars, e-bikes, and motorcycles participating in traffic as well as a metal plate
for the indoor experiment.
As an example, to illustrate the expected signal template, we first discuss qualitative results of
a single measurement. After that, we present the results of all the quantitative outdoor experiments
followed by the qualitative results for indoor and outdoor experiments. Finally, we discuss details
of the measurement equipment and its implications on accuracy and measurement range.
4.1.

Template Pattern

For illustration purposes, consider the measurement setup shown in Figure 8a and Plot (a) in Figure
4, which shows the signal strength values for a stream of measurements. In the first part, the car
approaches the sender and receiver. When the car is between the sender and receiver, the RSSI
values are reduced. Finally, when the car moves away from the sender and receiver the RSSI gives
values similar to the first part. The plot also shows that frequency is slowly decreasing as the car
approaches the speed measurement setup. This effect is shown schematically in Figure 2 for an
ideal measurement.
Towards the very beginning and the very end of the plot as well as in the middle (when the
car is inbetween sender and receiver) we do not observe (easily recognizable) multipath effects.
However, the multipath effects are clearly noticeable when the car gets closer to the sender and
receiver, right before the car blocks the direct path between sender and receiver, and as soon as the
sender and receiver can communicate using line-of-sight, i.e. when the car is moving away from
10

Fig. 5: Evaluation of speed estimates for 5 measurements for the outdoor experiment using a car
(Figure 7c) and controlled speeds of 10, 20 and 30km/h. The top graph represents the raw RSSI
values as measured by the receiver. The lower graph shows using red crosses the speed estimates,
whereas, green circles indicate the speed estimates chosen by our algorithm.
them. One can also observe a different pattern in terms of magnitudes of the RSSI values for the car
approaching and leaving the measurement setup. The reason for these patterns is that the front and
back of the car are different, which yields different reflection properties. This manifests in different
magnitudes of the RSSI values, but the frequency of the sampled signal is not changed due to a
change of the (size of) reflection surfaces. Given a fixed car length one could measure the duration
when RSSI values drop and then infer the speed from the time the car needed to cover its own
length. However, the car length varies for different models and brands. Furthermore, depending on
the environment a steep drop in RSSI values is not always visible in the measurement. In Panel (a)
of Figure 4 such a drop of RSSI values is visible whereas in Panel (b) such a drop is not present.
4.2.

Quantitative Behavior

Experiments: We used a variety of different moving objects, i.e. a car, a motorbike and a metal
plate for indoor and outdoor measurements (Figure 7). The goal was to assess the impact of the
shape of the moving object and to verify the accuracy of the method. Additionally, we conducted
measurements in real traffic at two different streets inside a town (Figures 8b and 8c). The goal
was to assess the robustness of the method.
To verify accuracy, we conducted three measurements at speeds of about 10, 20 and 30km/h of
the motorbike and car in the setups shown in Figures 7b and 7c as well as three measurements for
the car at a speed of 10km/h at Figure 8a.
As reference speeds allowing to assess our speed estimates we used the values shown on the
speedometer of the vehicles. These come with tolerances of about ± 10%, mainly causing a con11

Fig. 6: Evaluation of speed estimates for real traffic vehicles as depicted in the experiments in
Figure 8. The estimates for the cars fall within the expected speed range of 30km/h as marked by
the street signs. Errors in the detection are due to motorbikes, e-bikes. A slow car falls outside the
expected range.
stant offset of the error of the measurement, e.g. due to tire wear. Another source of error is the
reading and maintaining of the speed, while approaching the apparatus and moving away from it.
We observed a variation of ± 2km/h + 10% of the reference speed. We considered a measurement
of (approximately) 10km/h correct, if it was in the range [7, 13] km/h, for 2km/h we allowed a
range of [16, 24] km/h, for 30km/h [25, 35] km/h.
Parameters: We used 8 zero-crossings to get a speed estimate (Equation 5). As discussed in
Section 3.5, the more zero crossings are used the larger the precision but also the lower the measurable speed range. We did not investigate on the optimal number of zero crossings in depth,
using 4 to 12 zero-crossings yielded comparable results. We dropped zero-crossings if either the
gap between the RSSI value and the moving RSSI value was below 0.5, which helps in dealing
with background noise, or the time interval between two zero-crossings varied by more than 2/3.
Large variation might indicate that the moving object gets close to the sender and receiver and,
therefore, the frequency of the measured signal is not constant any more (Figure 2). However,
some variation between zero crossing is inherent due to sampling (Figure 3). As a guideline for
the range of tolerable variation one might consider Sections 3.5 and 3.2. Thus, if a single zerocrossing i was not detected (e.g. it was below threshold) or the time between two zero-crossings
varied significantly, we did not obtain a speed estimate for 8 consecutive zero-crossings, i.e. from
i − 8 to i. This explains, for instance, the gap at time 61s in panel (c) of Figure 4, where 8 speed
estimates are missing.
Speed estimate accuracy: For the motorbike (Figure 7b) signal reflections generally do not result in multipath effects easily noticeable in the RSSI measurements. Our algorithm could only
identify two out of nine speed measurements within the above tolerances. We believe that the rel12

(a) M etal plate (in front upper legs)

(b) M otorbike

(c) Car

Fig. 7: Overview of controlled measurements in real-world environments for different types of
moving objects: metal plate, motorbike, and car. (a) Indoor measurement using a metal plate, held
in front of upper legs by the subject, which is moving with walking speed (2-6km/h) between the
sender and receiver, separated by d ≈ 1m. (b) Outdoor measurement setup using a motorbike.
During the measurements, the subject drives between the sender, positioned in the middle of the
road, and receiver, positioned on the side of the road (d ≈ 1.5m). The speed is controlled by the
driver and is kept in the range of 10-30km/h. (c) Outdoor measurement setup using a car. The
subject is driving between the sender and receiver, which are placed on both sides of the road, with
d ≈ 5m. The speed is controlled by the driver and in the range of 10-30km/h.
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(a) Parking Lot

(b) Street L ocation 1

(d) Street Location with Bush

(c) Street L ocation 2

Fig. 8: Overview of measurements at different locations in real traffic situations. In all cases, the
sender and receiver are positioned on the side of the road. (a) Measurement setup in a parking
lot and controlled speed of 10km/h. (b) and (c): Measurement setups performed at night time in
a speed controlled zone with a maximum allowed speed of 30km/h. In this case, the vehicles are
normal participants in traffic. (d) Measurement setup for radar gun with obstacles.
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atively small and uneven reflection surface is the reason. The speed estimates of the car provide
better results. Out of 12 measurements all were within the proposed tolerances. For illustration
purposes, representative measurements are shown in Figure 5.
Robustness: To assess robustness, we used different objects in different settings and two measurement locations in a town (Figure 8). For robustness the aim was to assess whether the reflection
of the different kinds of vehicles results in patterns that our algorithm can detect and whether speed
estimates were reasonable. More precisely, we aimed at obtaining speed estimates matching the
template in Plot (c) of Figure 4.
Our algorithm detected the moving metal plate (Figure 7a) in all 10 performed attempts in
the indoor settings. The shape of the RSSI signal pattern and speed estimates are similar to the
template in Figure 4. Furthermore, the speed estimates match that of a person’s walking speed.
In the case of the measurements conducted in town traffic, the speed of most vehicles was
roughly 25-30km/h, since measurements were conducted in a zone with a speed limit of 30km/h.
We considered estimates correct, if they were between 21-34km/h. The pattern that we wanted to
observe is that we obtain a large number of speed estimates that are relatively slowly varying for
an initial period (Panel (c) in Figure 4). We counted 20 measurements in each setup.
For the first town location (Figure 8b), we obtained satisfactory measurements in terms of both
pattern and speed in 17 out of 20 cases. The details of the measurements are shown in Figure 6. At
time 210s we obtained only a few measurements for a vehicle, which we consider as a failure. We
also failed to get a sufficient amount of speed estimates of an e-bike (at time 225s) though we did
obtain a couple of good estimates. At time 258s there was a car directly followed by another car
(about 5m gap). Our algorithm correctly identified the first car but could not distinguish the first
from the second, which is expected but still considered erroneous. Note, at time about 280s there
was a car that was rather slow, which was correctly captured by our algorithm.
For the second town location, shown in Figure 8c, we obtained 16 out of 20 satisfying patterns
and speed measurements. This location is characterized by nearby housing, a slight bend and
a speed bump shortly before/after the measurement setup. The details of the measurements are
qualitatively similar to the first town location.
Equipment and its impact: We used IRIS sensor nodes and the IBM Mote Runner [30] platform.
The radio of the IRIS mote operates in the 2.4 GHz band, resulting in a wavelength λr ≈ 0.125.
The platform allowed us to transmit messages with a period of 0.00234 seconds. This message
transmission rate results in a RSSI sampling frequency fs ≈ 1/2.34 kHz. Therefore, we can perfectly reconstruct RSSI signals with a frequency up to fmax ≈ 1/4.68 kHz. Thus, using Equation
4, the maximum measurable speed is: vmax ≈ fmax · λ ≈ 13.35m/s ≈ 48km/h, which is sufficient
for measurements in town traffic.
Robustness Comparison: We compared against a commercial low-cost product for speed measurement, ie. the Hot Wheels R radar gun. It is a Doppler radar with our version operating at 9.350
GHz. A German magazine states 1 km/h accuracy for cars compared to police radar gun.2 We
conducted three speed measurements as shown in Figure 6 for 10, 20 and 30km/h. All were within
the specified tolerances.
Since radar guns are known to be accurate in principle, our main objective was to assess robustness. We performed measurements as shown in Figure 8b and c and also indoors as in Figure 7.
All speed measurements were within the specified bounds. Additionally, we placed 20 sheets of
regular ‘A4’ sized paper roughly 20 cm in front of the radar gun. This did not impact measurements
while the sheets were held still, but as soon as they were moved continuously out of all 10 speed
2 http://www.autobild.de/artikel/radarpistole-fuer-29-95-euro-58761.html
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measurements only speeds in the range of 3-6 km/h stemming from the movement of the sheets
were shown. This demonstrates that attenuation of signal strength was not the reason but movement. Using our sender-receiver network with sheets at 20cm from the receiver there was a slight
increase in noise. But the patterns of the RSSI values compared to the reference pattern (Figure 4)
was still practically the same. This is expected, since 20 sheets of paper do not drastically impact
signal strength.
We also chose to measure speeds with parts of a bush being in line-of-sight of the signal. All
measurements were done with the gun 10-40cm above the bush (Figure 8d). We conducted three
times a set of 10 measurements each with slightly different positions (within 30cm of the circle
in Figure 8d). The radar gun did not show any speed seven, four and nine times. This shows
strong variability of measurements. The causes are likely related to scattering and reflections of
the signal by branches and leaves of the bush. We placed our measurement equipment based on
multipath propagation about 30cm above the ground so that the signal had to go through the bush.
Out of 10 measurements we did not witness any significant change in pattern of the RSSI values
compared to the expected pattern (Figure 4). Since the bush does not consist of thick wood, the
RSSI measurements are expected to be only slightly influenced.
In summary, our measurement devices showed better robustness.
5.

Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a new, robust and inexpensive methodology for determining the speed of moving
metal objects using commodity hardware. We have shown theoretical limits and provided experimental evidence for the detection algorithm. The proposed method reliably determined the speed
of large moving metal objects such as cars and metal plates in more than 80% of all cases. The
system is limited by the used hardware in terms of sampling frequency. This can be further improved by sending in continuous mode, and sampling RSSI values as fast as possible, reducing the
sampling time from 2 milliseconds to a few hundreds of microseconds. Second, our method had
problems with the detection of bike-like vehicles, such as e-bikes and motorcycles. These limitations could potentially be fixed by training the detector accordingly. Furthermore, accuracy could
be improved by using more advanced signal processing. As future work, we foresee the detection
of multiple objects and combination of several sender/receiver pairs to improve on the accuracy of
the estimation.We also envision different applications such as measuring heights of fluids in tanks
by counting maxima and minima, since liquids reflect electromagnetic waves.
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